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“Northern Greece defies stereotypes, offering unexpected delights in spades”
– let Dana Facaros show you around Greece’s fascinating northern region
•
•
•
•
•

Explore Thessaloníki’s Roman ruins and UNESCO-listed churches filled
with mosaics.
Marvel at Meteora’s otherworldly landscape of towering rocks and
precariously perched monasteries.
Drink in stunning views from Mount Olympus, legendary home of the
gods.
Laze on pristine sandy beaches that rim the emerald green isles like lace.
Revel in the region’s fabulous foodie culture and try all manner of local
delicacies.

The author, Dana Facaros, had this to say on the area: ‘Northern Greece is in
many ways a world apart. Those who already known Athens and Southern
Greece could look at it as the Hellenic version of Scotland, very familiar but different, a land of
astonishing natural beauty – spectacular mountains, rivers, lakes and gorgeous coastlines, its
history filled with highlanders from dozens of clans – who even dressed in kilts, when they joined
up with Alexander the Great.’
To request a review copy or arrange an interview, Q&A or talk with Dana, please contact:
ellie.cotton@bradtguides.com. Competition giveaways and reader discount codes are also
available for this title.
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About the author
Dana Facaros has been in love with Greece ever since she was 14 and
spent a summer on her father’s native island Ikaria. After studying ancient
Greek, mythology and the classics during a brief stint at university, she has
been visiting and writing about the country since 1977, when she wrote
her first travel guide to the Greek Islands. Over the past decades she has
lived in Greece, Spain, Italy, Ireland, and southwest France, where she is
currently based.
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